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ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF SCATTERING DATA. 

Recently the relevance, in particle physics, of the improperly
posed problems has been clearly pointed out (see ref. (1) and the papers 
there quoted). More precisely, in many cases, the needed information 
can be extracted from the analysis of the scattering data through the 
numerical analytic continuation. Therefore one must take into account 
two o .pposite aspects of the problem: the analyticity of the functions 
and the noise of the experimental data. 

Let us observe that, in many instances, to extract information 
through the numerical analytic continuation of the scattering data is an 
inverse-problem in a rather generalized sense. In the present note, 
following Tikhonov and ref. (2), we call direct-problems those which 
are oriented along a cause-effect sequence (i. e. problems of finding 
out the consequences of given causes); in this sense the inverse-prob
lems are those associated with the reversal of the chain of causally 
related effects, i. e. problems of finding the unknown causes of known 
consequences, In other words, assuming the previous definition, not 
only the reconstruction of the potential from the knowledge of the an
gular distribution (non-relativistic inverse-problems at fixed energy), 
but also the determination of a coupling constant or of the spectral 
function in a dispersion relation and so on, are inverse-problems in 
a generalized sense, From this point of view these problems look very 
similar to the reconstruction of the input-signal from the reaction at 
the output of a device(x). In this Sense, some of S-matrix methods ex
tensively used in particle-physics, appear to be a particular case of 
the more general methods of system-theory, Nor this is surprising, 

(x) - More precisely, in our caSe, we are not interested to the recon
struction of the input but to the device. 
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since, as it is well-knawn, the dispersian relatian appraach was ari
ginally applied in electrical netwark analysis and in aptics and succe~ 
sively used in particle-physics; 

Naw many inverse-prablems af mathematical physics are im
praperly-pased since the cantinuity af the salutians an the data is lack
ing. The mare apprapriate way af appraaching these ill-pased prablems 
Seems to. be a prababilistic methad, which shauld take into. accaunt the 
randam nature af the naise. At this purpase Turchin et al. (2) tried to. 
use mathematical-statistics methads far salving the incarrectly-pased 
inverse-prablem related to. the salutians af the Fredhalm integral equ~ 
tian af the first kind; the methads af Turchin et al: seem to. us extre
mely useful and pramising; On the ather hand many authars, and par
ticularly R. Cutkasky(3), warked aut statistical methads far the nume
rical analytic cantinuatian af ·scattering data; hawever the Cutkasky 
pracedure laaks rather cumbersame and it is nat very clear haw it is 
related to. the nan-statistical regularizing pracedures. Therefare the 
main purpase af the present nate cansists in applying the methad af 
Turchin et al. to. the specific caSe af the analytic cantinuatian af cam
plex-valued functians, halamarphic in a certain damain, and in shawing 
the relatianships which exist between this prababilistic appraach and 
the methads which have been extensively discussed in ref. (1), which 
will be referred hereafter as I. 

Naw we must briefly recall the general farmulatian af the pro!? 
lem; in this part we shall strictly fallaw I. We shall cansider essentially 
the simplest ane af the many examples, which have been analyzed in I; 
this fact, hawever, is nat restrictive since the extensian to. the ather 
examples in straightfarward; Therefare we cansider the geametry af the 
unit disc Q in the camplex z-plane ; in fact the geametr ies af the prab
lems af physical interest can always be mapped, thanks to. the Riemann 
mapping thearem, into. that af the unit disc; The prablem is to. appraxi
mately determine by analytic cantinuatian certain values af a fucntian 
fa(z) which is halamarphic in Q, but where measurements far fa are 
passible anly at data paints in the segment r = [- a, b 1 af ~he real 
axis, which segment is called the physical regian; We let r, the data 
set, denate the set af data paints actually available and used in any pa~ 
ticular instance; In ather wards we desire to. appraximate ly determine 
an unknawn element fa af a certain space X af functians f halamarphic 
an the camplex damain Q; we call X the salutian sp~ce. Far each f 
in X, Af denates a certain functian an the data set r, which can be 
appraximately measured physically; Let h denate the data functian ac 
tually measured an f as aur appraximatian to. Afa• The passible Af 
and h lie in a certain space Y af functians an t; we call A the data 
aperatar and Y the data space. In arder to. stabilize the prablem ane 
usually requires same sart af glabal baund an fa; in mast cases this 
can be interpreted as a baund an the baundary value af fa. F ar e ach f 
in X, let B f denate certain "baundary-values" af f an iJ Q. The passi 
ble B f lie in a certain space' Z af functians (ar generalized functians) 
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on iJQ; we call B the constraint operator and Z the constraint space. 

Now we investigate how it is possible to get stability for the 
solutions in our case. At this purpose let us recall the following corn 
pactness theorem (see ref. (4), p. 141). 

Theorem: Let 0 be a continuous map on a compact topological space; 
if 0 is 1-1 then its inverse 0 -1 is continuous. 

Let us assume that the functions f, holomorphic in Q, satisfy 
the following bound 

(1) 11 B f II z = sup If (z) I -< E 

ze:iJQ 

This condition implies that the functions f (z) .::=- ~ (7J is the family 
of functions holomorphic in Q and satisfy'ing condition (1)) are uni
formly bounded on every compact subset of Q. Therefore we can say, 
thanks to the Montel theorem (see ref. (5), p. 141), that the family J
is normal; i. e. from any sequence fl (z) , f 2(z), f 3(z), .... of functions 
of '): it is possible to extract a subsequence which converges uniformly 
in any closed subdomain of Q. This class of functions is, moreover, 
compact; Indeed, if {fn(z)} is a uniformly converging sequence of 
such functions, it follows from I fn(z) I ::S E that the limit f(z) of this 
sequence must also satisfy 1 f(z)1 sEat all points of .Q. But, as 
the limit of a uniformly converging sequence of functions which are r~ 
gular in Q, f(z) is also an analytic function regular in this domain; 
f(z) belongs therefore to the original class of functions, which has 
thus been shown to be compact. This fact, plus the uniqueness of the 
analytic continuation restores continuity to the problem of analytic con 
tinuation from the physical region to any closed subdomain of Q. Of
course the condition (1) is not sufficient if we want to perform a conti
nuation up to the boundary of Q. In such a case we must reinforce the 

bound, requiring, for example, that sup I ~f I is bounded. 
zEiJD z 

In this way we can garantee the continuity up to the boundary, even if 
the restored continuity in extremely weak; i. e. of logaritmic type(l, 6). 

In gener~.we assume that X, Y, Z are linear spaces, with 
norms II Ilx' II II Y' II /I Z; that a is a continuous linear op~ 
rator mapping X into Y, and that B is a continuous linear operator 
mapping X into Z. We let < > denote A norm or seminorm which 
will be employed to measure the solution accuracy. 

Then the general problem can be formulated as follows. 

Problem: Suppose that fD satisfies 

(2) II Afo - hll y :$ € 
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(3) 

where E is a "fixed" number and Ii is a "small" number. We assume 
that both Ii and E are known; We want to find on element fl in X 
which approximates fO, in the sense that < fl - ro> is small when Ii 

is small (and the number of data points in f is sufficiently high). 

For the sake of simplicity we shall suppose that X, Y and Z 
are real Hilbert spaces (for details see Ii; Now if fO satisfies (2) and 
(3), then it also satisfies 

(4) 

Conversely, any f satisfying (4), satisfies (2) and (3) except for a fac 
tor of at most V2: At this point we can recall the first method of I -
for obtaining an approximation fl: Let our approximation fl be that 
element of X which minimizes . 

with A, = Ii IE: It is the solution of the normal equation 

(6) Cf = (A'it A + A,
2

B!t B )f = Alth 

In the present note we do not discuss further the solution of e q. (6) and 
the properties of the operator C (we limit to recall that the normal 
operator C has a bounded inverse) ; for all these questions the reader 
is referr e d to I. 

Before going to the probabilistic approach it is bette r to recon 
sider the problem in a discretized form. At this purpose we r eplace 
the infinite dimens ional space X by an n-dimensional approximating 
subspace ~ C X with basis el em ents cpl, .. . ,cpn. Byapproxim,!:! 
ing subspace we mean that every f of interest has an approximation 
iin Xn such that Ai~Af, <f-i>~ O, and II Billz~ ll Bf ll z . 

However, we are going to neglect the discretization errors , since they 
can be made negligibly small by making n sufficiently large: That is, 
we assume that all f of interest actually lie in Xn . One then merely 
proceed with the above method but with X replaced by Xn; Then all 
computations reduce to linear calcul ations involving the basis coeffi
cients: The general f has the form 

(7) f = x ml + x rp2 + + x mn I '" 2 ...•• n r 

where the vectors x vary over the space Rn of all n-dimensional 
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column vectors with real components X·. We equip Rn with its usual 
Euclidean inner product and norm; Morleover we define maps a from 
Rn into y and f3 from Rn into Z as follows: 

( 8) 

( 9) 

Conditions 

(10) 

(11) 

t"6 X 
1 

+ x 2 91 2 + = A (xl 91 

f3x = B (xl 91 1 2 + x
2 

rp + ..... 

(2) and (3) now become 

II (Lxo"hll-y -< S 

II ~xoliz ~ E 

+x91n) 
n 

+ x 91 n) 
n 

where X O is the coefficient vector of fO; Finally the normal equation 
will assume the following form: 

(12) 

Now we can analyze the problem from the probabilistic point 
of vieW: Therefore the solution and the data vectors must be regarded 
as random vectors; In this note we shall use Gaussian distributions; 
this assumption is certainly restrictive, however we think that it is 
general enough to cover most of the cases of physical interest; First 
of all we must translate in the probabilistic language the conditions 
(10) and (11); Let us start by the constraint (11); at this purpose we 
shall write the following a-priori probability density: 

(13) 

Similarly we translate in the probabilistic language the condition (10), 
writing the following conditional probability density of the data vector 
for a given solution vector(x) : 

(14) 

__ 1_ ( (tZ-x _ h), 

P (h I x) = C 2 e 2 S 2 
(CLx- h)) n 

R 

(x) - About the meaning of these probability densities see also ref. (2). 

25 
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Next we use the following Bayes formula(7): 

(15) 
P(x) P(h I x) 

P (x I h) = J P (x) P (h I x) dx 

From (13), (14) and (15) we get 

1 { r t 2j)1!ll.l it } 
--2 (x,LC<..tL+1.. Q') ~:;Jx)Rn-2(CL h,x)Rn+(h,h)Rn 

(16) P(xlh) = C
3 

e 2 s 

where ;, = s/E, and (h, h)Rn =- II h 1I~ . 
At this point we can find the expected value of the solution ran

dom vector x; we proceed as follows 

1{-:JI: 2~-1 !l!} '" J --2 (x, LC(' ct +;, Q'l:J . fh x)If - 2( a; h, x)Rn 
(17) E(x) = C

4 
xe 2s dx 

1 
- -2 (h,h)Rn 

where the factor e 2s , which does not depend on x, has been 
included in C4: From (17) we see that the mean value of S{ is given by: 

(18) 

in other words it coincides with the solution of the eq. (12); Then we can 
write the expression of the root-mean-square error; it is given by 

(19) 

which is not too far from the stability estimate M1 (s, E); At this pur
pose the reader is referred to I where it has been proven that 

(20) 

If CL ':l.a and /b ;l!:: f3 have been simultaneously brought to a diagonal 
form, then the solution (18) and the root-me an-square error (19) will 
take a very simple form: In fact let us denote with a? the ei:;::envalues 
of {LrJt d. and with bf the eigenvalues of fly ;t f3 (weJ can assume that 
b 2 = 1 for any j) ; then the j-th component of the approximating vector 
xi is given by : 

(21) 1 
x. = 

J 

a. h. 
J J 

2 2 
(a.) +;, 

J 
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since CC~ is the vector defined by (a.!Ilh)j = (h, A<Pj)y; furthermore 
the root-mean-square error (1 is given by: 

(22) (1 = 

n 

};. 
J 

1 

2 
€ )1/2 

2 2 2 
€ + (a.) E 

J 

At this point we want to discuss in greater detail the case of 
simultaneous diagonalization of A'J:A and BltB; Let us return, for 
the moment, to the general undiscretized problem: If A~A and B~ 
have been simultaneously diagonalized, this implies that it is availa
ble for X a basis 'ljJ I, '!J! 2, ... _ which is simultaneously orthogonal 
with respect to both the Y and the Z norms, i. e. 

(23) 
i A'ljJj) (A"j!. A 1jJi j) 2 (A'ljJ , = = a. <5 •. y ,'ljJ X 

J IJ 

(24) (B 'ljJ \ B'ljJj) = (B~B 'ljJi, 'ljJ j)x = b
2 

<5 ij Z J 

In this case the functions f c X and also h can be expanded 
in term~ of the basis i. 'ljJ j} with Fourier coefficients {Xj} and {hj 5 
respechvely; More precIsely we have: 

(25) 

(26) 

co 

f = 

h=h+h= }; 

a·fO 
J 

where .I2 is in the range of A and 1:. is in its orthogonal complement. 
In this situation one can use the methods of partial eigenfunction ex
pansions and the corresponding approximations which have been ex
tensively discussed in I. In order to.give an example of the eigenva
lues aj and b j let us suppose that r = r is a circle of radius 
o < a < 1, whIle il!J is, as usual, the unit circle (the analyticity 
domain !J is the unit disc) ; then we have 

(27) 
~ 

a
j 

a. - a. = 
J J 

(28) 
~ 

b. 1 0. - = 
J J 

2 5 ~' 
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and therefore ---. o. 
j -;> (l) 

Now we want to try a probabilistic interpretation of the methods 
of partial eigenfunction expansions. Suppose that the problem has been 
discretized and let us write the probability densities (13), (14) and (16) 
as follows n . 

1 }. .. 1· (~)(x. _ 0)1 2 
2 . J E J 

(29) P{x) = C 1 e 1 

(30) 

1 n I a· 12 -2"); j (-t)(x. - h.l 
P{h I x) = C e 1 J J 

2 

( 31) 

where we have retained, as much as possible, the same notations of 
the undiscretized problem. Next we assume that the ratios a/bi are 
decreasing (as the formulae (27) and (28) clearly show in a particular 
example of the undiscretized case). In this situation one can deter-
mine the largest integer a such that aal E ~ b a IE; it follows that 
for the first j :::; a components the probability density (30) is more 
concentrated than the probability density (29); viceversa for the 
( a + 1).:S j ~ n components the density (30) is more dispersed than 
the (29); Observing that the probability density (31) is, essentially, 
the product of (29) and (3D), the considerations above suggest an ap
proximation where the first a components are given by the factors 
h., and the components (a + 1) ~ j So n are given by the mean values 
c~rresponding to the normal probability density (29), i:e. zero. 
This approximation can be written as follows 

(32) 
a j 

= 2. h.1P 
1 J J 

and it coincides with the approximation which is given by the method 
l' of the partial eigenfunction expansions of I; It is easy to prove 
that the approximation (32) in best-possible but for a factor of two 
(see I), in the sense that 

(33) 

(34) 

Ea =IIAha-hlly~2€ 

Ea = 11 B h a II z ~ 2 E . 
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Finally the reader is referred to I for the various methods which are 
necessary if one of the numbers € or E is not known. 
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